Hyperfine interaction and electronic spin fluctuation study on Sr$_{2-x}$La$_x$FeCoO$_6$ ($x = 0, 1, 2$) by high-resolution backscattering neutron spectroscopy
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The study of hyperfine interaction by high-resolution inelastic neutron scattering is not very well known compared to the other competing techniques viz. nuclear magnetic resonance, Mössbauer, perturbed angular correlation spectroscopy, etc. Also, studies have been limited mostly to magnetically ordered systems. Here, we report such a study on Sr$_{2-x}$La$_x$FeCoO$_6$ ($x = 0, 1, 2$) of which the first (Sr$_2$FeCoO$_6$ with $x = 0$) has a canonical spin-glass state, the second (SrLaFeCoO$_6$ with $x = 1$) has a so-called magnetic glass state, and the third (La$_2$FeCoO$_6$ with $x = 2$) has a magnetically ordered ground state. Our present study revealed a clear inelastic signal for SrLaFeCoO$_6$, a possible inelastic signal for Sr$_2$FeCoO$_6$ below the spin freezing temperatures $T_{sf}$, but no inelastic signal at all for the magnetically ordered La$_2$FeCoO$_6$ in the neutron-scattering spectra. The broadened inelastic signals observed suggest hyperfine field distributions in the two disordered magnetic glassy systems, whereas the absent inelastic signal for the third compound suggests no, or a very small, hyperfine field at the Co nucleus due to Co electronic moment. The hyperfine splitting on the Co nucleus is induced by the electronic spin state of the magnetic sample atom, and our experiments add information concerning the timescale of electronic spin fluctuations by the appearance of quasielastic broadening in the $\mu$eV range at low Q and spin freezing on the nanosecond timescale below $T_{sf}$. Whereas these features are observed at low Q for $x = 0$ and 1, they are absent for La$_2$FeCoO$_6$, which evidences a gradual increase of the elastic intensity only at large Q near an emerging Bragg peak. Thus both electronic magnetic spin freezing and inelastic excitations arising from nuclear hyperfine splitting at the Co site consistently indicate a different behavior for $x = 2$.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of hyperfine interaction by high-resolution inelastic neutron scattering [1] has been well established by now. However, the scientific communities are much less familiar with this technique than they are with Mössbauer, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), $\mu$SR, and other techniques. Inelastic neutron spin-flip scattering probes the hyperfine field at the nucleus and is limited by the cross section and nuclear spin to a certain number of magnetic atoms of which a handful have been studied [2–9] up to now, such as V, Co, Nd, and Ho. Similar selection limits also exist for the competing Mössbauer and NMR techniques.

Thus far the study of hyperfine interactions by high-energy-resolution neutron scattering has mainly been applied to magnetically long-range ordered materials. To our knowledge, structural disorder was addressed rarely except in an early study of ferromagnetic amorphous CoP$_x$ alloys, where the influence of occupational disorder in the nearest-neighbor shell of Co on the hyperfine field split spectra was studied [2]. Whereas hyperfine splitting (hfs) shows up in high-resolution backscattering as a resolution limited triplet peak structure, centered symmetrically around zero-energy transfer, it was shown in Ref. [2] that a phosphorous concentration dependent distribution of hyperfine fields leads to a broadening of the inelastic excitations observable with neutron backscattering (see Supplemental Material (SM) [10] for further explanations on hfs).

We investigate here two other categories of magnetically disordered materials, a canonical spin glass and a so-called magnetic glass, by high-resolution inelastic neutron backscattering. The existence of hfs in short-range ordered magnetic systems has not been clarified. Naively, one could perhaps imagine to observe no inelastic signal from such materials due to an absent or zero-averaged local field or, alternatively, one could expect a quasielasticlike signal, which may arise due to extreme field distributions induced at the nuclei from the magnetic ions having different environments (a similar observation of quasielasticlike scattering instead of sharp inelastic lines was made on disordered systems with rotational tunnel splitting [11]). This may be the case for some disordered magnets. Also, since this technique essentially probes the magnetic field at the nucleus due to the ordered electronic moment, one expects for magnetically ordered systems to observe an inelastic hfs signal as soon as the atomic spins are frozen and the local field is high enough. At higher temperatures, where the electronic spins are mobile and the field at the nucleus averages to zero, we expect to observe...
no signal for disordered magnets, similar to magnetically ordered materials above $T_c$. But if the electronic spins of such disordered magnets freeze below a certain temperature, named spin freezing temperature $T_{sf}$, the residual magnetic moment at the nuclear site may be strong enough that one may expect to observe hfs. As mentioned, the inelastic signal may possess finite broadening due to field distributions [2].

Apart from hfs, inelastic neutron scattering is known to detect electronic spin fluctuations as quasielastic broadening of the elastic line if their electronic spin fluctuation or relaxation time $\tau_r$ is shorter than the corresponding spectrometer resolution. For the neutron backscattering spectrometers with finer than 1 $\mu$eV full-width energy resolution discussed here, this might be detected for $\tau_r$ being shorter than about 2 ns. For longer relaxation times, the measured signal will be elastic, and measuring the temperature dependence of the energy-resolved elastic scattering by elastic fixed window scans (efws) can thus reveal electronic spin freezing. For multiatomic samples as studied here, the quasielastic scattering can potentially arise from spin fluctuations in the electronic environment of any atom and mainly at low Q due to the magnetic form factor.

Double perovskite materials $A_2BB'O_6$ ($A =$ Alkaline earth or rare earth ions; $B, B' =$ transition metal ions) have drawn intense interest in the condensed matter and materials science community. There are several interesting aspects about these materials viz. antisite disorder, competing magnetic interactions and transition metal spin-state transitions. Antisite defects in double perovskites are related with the magnetoresistance observed in these materials [12]. They also contribute to the competing exchange interactions that lead to frustration and the spin-glass state [13]. The existence of different spin states of $B$ and $B'$, which influences the Jahn-Teller effect. The $A_2BB'O_6$ materials are also reported to show multiferoicity [14] and magnetocapacitance [15], making them truly multifunctional materials.

We have chosen here the class comprising of the series $Sr_2FeCoO_6$, $SrLaFeCoO_6$, and $La_2FeCoO_6$. Amongst these, $Sr_2FeCoO_6$ has been shown to be a canonical magnetic glass system [16,17], whereas $SrLaFeCoO_6$ can be termed as the so-called magnetic glass [18]. There exists no well-defined definition of a magnetic glass so far. However, from detailed magnetization experiments, it has been found that these systems have spin disorder and a spin freezing temperature like canonical spin glasses but lack several other typical canonical spin-glass properties. The name magnetic glass has been used for these disordered magnetic systems such as $SrLaFeCoO_6$ [18]. The last member $La_2FeCoO_6$ becomes magnetically ordered [19] below about 225 K. The main aim of our present study concerns the search by neutron backscattering for possible hfs at the Co site, which gives important local information about the electronic magnetism of different selected systems. Another aspect of our investigations is that in addition to the locally induced hfs at the Co site, we exploit the information regarding the electronic spin fluctuations from the same experiment, and from other magnetic atoms in the sample. The momentum transfer and temperature dependence of the elastic and quasielastic scattering reveals interesting information about the electronic magnetism in these systems, which should incite further studies.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Powder samples of $Sr_2FeCoO_6$, $SrLaFeCoO_6$, and $La_2FeCoO_6$ were prepared by sol-gel method [16] and about 3 g of material were placed in Al sample holders, which were fixed either to the cold tip of the top loading closed-cycle cryostat or in a cryofurnace.

High-resolution inelastic-neutron-scattering experiments were carried out on two different backscattering spectrometers, SPHERES [20], operated by Jülich Center for Neutron Science at the MLZ in Garching, Germany, and IN16B [21,22] at the Institut Laue-Langevin, Grenoble. On both instruments, the wavelength of the incident neutrons is $\lambda = 6.271$ Å with an energy resolution of FWHM $\approx 0.7 \pm 0.05$ $\mu$eV in their standard configurations with Si 111 backscattering crystals, a momentum transfer ($Q$) range between 0.2 $< Q < 1.9$ Å$^{-1}$ and the maximum energy transfer near 30 $\mu$eV. For most measurements, the energy range was deliberately restricted to the range where the hfs is expected which optimized the count rate. For more instrumental details, see the SM [10].

III. RESULTS

Out of the three samples measured on the two backscattering spectrometers, only the magnetic glass sample, $SrLaFeCoO_6$ [18], showed the inelastic signal expected for hfs of the Co nuclear ground state at low temperatures and this is why we will present first the results for this sample even though its electronic magnetic state seems to be more complex [18]. We observe for $SrLaFeCoO_6$ clear inelastic peaks arising from the hfs, which move toward the central elastic line with increasing temperature and finally merge with it near the spin-freezing temperature $T_{sf} = 75$ K. In the same temperature range, the elastic line intensity decreases with increasing temperature for small $Q$, indicating that electronic spin fluctuations become faster than the resolution timescale.

The second sample, the canonical spin glass $Sr_2FeCoO_6$, showed magnetic excitations at low temperatures as well; however, of less clear nature. This is why we have measured this sample extensively in different instrument configurations to determine if the observed scattering for this sample is quasielastic or inelastic. The elastic line intensity decreases again for small $Q$ with temperature, but the effect is much weaker. Additional quasielastic scattering from spin fluctuations is observed for this sample.

Curiously the last sample, $La_2FeCoO_6$, which seems to be magnetically ordered below about $T = 225$ K, as evidenced from neutron diffraction experiments [19], did not show any measurable inelastic nor quasielastic signal in the whole temperature range up to 300 K. For this sample, the elastic line intensity does not change with temperature at small Q, but evidences a continuous increase below 225 K at high Q near some additional Bragg peak.

A. Magnetic glass $SrLaFeCoO_6$

According to neutron powder diffraction, $SrLaFeCoO_6$ has a monoclinic (space group: $P2_1/n$) crystal structure, which is retained without phase transition down to 4 K, yet with some weak changes in the temperature dependence of the unit cell...
FIG. 1. Neutron spectra from SrLaFeCoO₆ at several temperatures compared to the spectrum at $T = 110$ K measured on SPHERES. There exists extra inelastic scattering at low temperatures below the spin temperature $T_{sf} \approx 75$ K. The inelastic excitation is located at an energy of about 1.8 $\mu$eV and moves toward the central elastic peak with increasing temperature, merging at about the spin-freezing temperature $T_{sf}$.

volume near $T = 250$ K and 75 K. No long-range magnetic order is observed in the neutron powder diffraction patterns [18]. However, unusual features in magnetization measurements resemble a kinetic arrest near $T_{sf} \approx 75$ K, which led Pradheesh et al. to classify SrLaFeCoO₆ as a so-called magnetic glass [18] below the spin freezing temperature $T_{sf}$.

From our backscattering spectroscopy on SrLaFeCoO₆, we show first the temperature dependence of the spectra in comparison to a spectrum measured at $T = 110$ K, which serves as a measurement of the resolution (see Fig. 1). Another data set from IN16B, showing the temperature dependence of the hfs splitting with somewhat better resolution, can be found in Sec. III of the SM, Fig. 1 [10]. Spectra were always summed over a large detector range because no dispersion was found within the limits of the present statistics of single detectors. We observe inelastic scattering below the spin freezing temperature $T_{sf} \approx 75$ K, which is located at an energy of about 1.8 $\mu$eV at $T = 3.5$ K moves with increasing temperature toward the central elastic peak, finally merging with it near $T_{sf}$. The fit results for the temperature dependence of the inelastic peak positions are shown in Fig. 2, and details of the fits to the SLFCO spectra are described in the SM [10]. Without attributing too much significance to the functional, the temperature dependence of the average hfs can be parameterized by power laws (another example is shown in the SM, Fig. 3) with fit parameters which slightly depend on the way the spectra are fitted. Correspondingly, magnetic transition temperatures of $T_{sf} = 71.1 \pm 0.8$ K and $T_{sf} = 83 \pm 1$ K were obtained [10].

Besides the peak position, the peak width may carry information on disorder if they are broadened beyond the resolution width. To investigate this point, we repeated measurements of SrLaFeCoO₆ on IN16B, exploiting the high signal-to-noise ratio (HSNR) mode [23] and a better separation of the excitations from the elastic resolution wing. This higher sensitivity allows for a more detailed discussion of the model fits [24] of the hyperfine split spectra. We show in Fig. 3 (and in the SM, Fig. 4 [10]) the spectra measured at $T = 2$ K and $T = 0.001$. The fit shows the total fit curve (black line) with a broadened hyperfine spectrum (dash-dotted line), additional elastic component (dotted), and flat background (dashed).

FIG. 2. Power-law fit to the temperature dependence of the energy of hyperfine splitting in SrLaFeCoO₆: fit in which equal widths of the inelastic peaks were fixed to the low temperature value. Fits for all data are shown in the main figure whereas the inset shows fits above $T = 40$ K only.

FIG. 3. Fit of the SLFCO spectrum at $T = 2$ K (total fit: thick black line) with a broadened hyperfine spectrum (dash-dotted line), additional elastic component (dotted), and flat background (dashed). Without a broadening of the hyperfine spectrum the total fit shows too sharp features (thin solid line). Experimental data are summed between $Q = 0.5$ and 1.87 Å$^{-1}$. 
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and the corresponding model fits for SrLaFeCoO$_6$. These data were averaged over Q values between $Q = 0.57$ and $1.87$ Å$^{-1}$. The spectrum is well fitted by a single hfs spectrum (thick solid black line in Fig. 3; $\chi^2 = 1.88$) with a ground-state level splitting of $1.67 \pm 0.05$ µeV (consistent with fits of the spectra shown in SM, Fig. 3 [10]), an additional elastic contribution as well as an additional weak flat background (two orders of magnitude lower than the inelastic peak height). These fits reveal a clear broadening of the hfs splitting (Gaussian $\sigma \approx 0.715 \pm 0.018$ µeV), whereas the theoretically expected nonbroadened delta function triplet for hfs does not describe the spectra well (shown as a thin solid black line in Fig. 3). A justification for fitting broadened lines can easily be found in the magnetic short-range order, which is ascribed to site disorder in these perovskites [18]. A broadening of hfs splitting has been observed by Heidemann [2] in early studies of disordered Co alloys.

We have also tried an alternative fitting model (SM, Fig. 4 [10]) fixing the hfs to resolution width, but adding a quasielastic Lorentzian component. The motivation for trying such a fit will become more clear below. This fit is somewhat worse ($\chi^2 = 4.5$) and results in hfs peaks which are too sharp.

Finally, we discuss the temperature dependence of the intensities. The nuclear spin excitations observed at low temperature arise from inelastic spin flip scattering on a nuclear ground state which is split by a local magnetic field (Sec. I, SM [10]). However, incoherent spin-flip scattering exists, of course, as well at high temperature in the absence of such a field and therefore without ground-state splitting. The corresponding incoherent intensity is then contained in the elastic line because there is no energy exchange related with the spin-flip scattering process. Thus, if we follow the temperature dependence of the elastic intensity, we expect to see with decreasing temperature near $T_d$ for this scattering contribution a transfer from elastic to inelastic intensity and therefore a decrease, which is estimated for our sample to be on the 1% level. Other contributions to the elastic line are hyperfine incoherent scattering, coherent nuclear scattering, and electronic magnetic scattering contributions. Therefore, unlike earlier studies, we have investigated the temperature dependence of the energy resolved elastic intensity by efw (Fig. 4). With decreasing temperature, the $Q$-averaged elastic intensity shows a pronounced increase below $T \approx 80$ K, shown in Fig. 4 in the lower part of the main panel. Cooling down from 300 K, the average elastic intensity increases initially weakly and then rises near 80 K by nearly 60%. A glance at the individual Q values reveals that the elastic intensity increase is most pronounced in the low Q region (colored lines in the main panel of Fig. 4) where, e.g., at $Q = 0.19$ Å$^{-1}$ the elastic intensity increases by nearly 600%. The on-set temperature is about 100 K for low Q-values and about 80 K for high Q. The $Q$-dependence of this low temperature elastic intensity increase is displayed in the inset of Fig. 4, where for each $Q$ the intensity (relative to its high temperature value) was integrated between 2 K and 50 K (called “area”). This shows clearly that the elastic intensity increase is strongest at low Q, resembling an electronic magnetic form factor. In addition, we observe at higher Q elastic diffuse scattering, around the first structural Bragg peak position. Such a temperature behavior of the elastic intensity below $T_d$ does not correspond to a hyperfine interaction which is supposed to be $Q$-independent but from its $Q$-dependence must rather be interpreted as the onset of electronic magnetic scattering, which is static at the ns timescale below $T_d$. The apparently higher on-set temperature observed for low Q data might simply arise from stronger magnetic intensities due to the higher magnetic form factor at low Q. Consistent with earlier neutron diffraction results, we find no magnetic reflections [18], but we observe signs of magnetic short-range order and electronic spin freezing between $T \approx 80 \sim 100$ K. The existence of spin fluctuations or spin dynamics is further confirmed when analyzing full energy spectra near $T_d$ which are discussed in the Appendix A. Thus, whereas further experiments and techniques are needed to fully explore the electronic magnetism, it is certainly helpful to include here at least a qualitative discussion of the observed spin freezing as it is certainly inducing the hfs at the Cobalt nucleus—indicated in our experiment by the onset of both effects in the same temperature range.

B. Canonical spin-glass sample Sr$_2$FeCoO$_6$

Neutron powder diffraction and bond valence sums analysis for Sr$_2$FeCoO$_6$ has shown that the B site in this double perovskite is randomly occupied by Fe and Co in mixed valence
The spectra in Fig. 5 were measured with narrower energy resolution and a reduced energy-transfer range of $\pm 3 \, \mu$eV to improve statistics. The top spectra were added in the $Q$ range from 0.44–1.06 Å$^{-1}$ and the fitted energy resolution for Vanadium was 0.31 μeV. The spectra in the bottom figure were added in the $Q$ range from 1.06–1.8 Å$^{-1}$ and the fitted energy resolution was $\approx 0.6 \, \mu$eV (see SM, Sec. II for more instrumental details [10]). The symmetric shoulders on both sides of the elastic line in the spectra depicted in both figures for $T = 2$ K suggest that there is inelastic low-frequency scattering from hfs. At the chosen high reference temperature, $T = 170$ K, the electronic spins fluctuate randomly and the $\text{Sr}_2\text{FeCoO}_6$ spectrum corresponds well to the Vanadium resolution.

Nevertheless, without model fitting, it cannot be decided safely if the observed extra scattering is inelastic or quasielastic. As hfs for spin glasses has not yet been reported, we put some more emphasis on the data fitting [24] of $\text{Sr}_2\text{FeCoO}_6$ and discuss now different fit models: For a canonical spin glass below the spin-freezing temperature $T_{sf}$, one may expect a distribution of hyperfine fields and therefore a broadening of the inelastic scattering, similar to what was reported above for $\text{SrLaFeCoO}_6$. For a very broad distribution, this could resemble quasielastic scattering, in analogy to what was reported for quantum rotational tunneling [11] in disordered systems. The 2 K spectrum in the top panel of Fig. 5 was fit in different ways: A, by a typical hfs consisting of a symmetric triplet of resolution convoluted delta functions; B, by a quasielastic Gaussian centered at $E = 0$; and, finally, C, by a quasielastic Lorentzian centered at $E = 0$. Figure 6 shows fits for models A and B, whereas fits for model C are not shown.

**Model A.** A good description by the most plausible hfs fit function [1] was only possible if additional Gaussian broadening of the hfs peaks due to disorder was assumed. The three Gaussians were constrained to be symmetrically positioned and of equal width and intensity, as shown in Fig. 6 on the left hand side. The reasoning behind this fit function is like above for $\text{SrLaFeCoO}_6$, that the local induced field at the Cobalt site of the spin glass $\text{Sr}_2\text{FeCoO}_6$ is heterogeneous due to disorder and that the hfs lines are correspondingly broadened. The fits indicate a hfs energy splitting, which amounts only to about 1 μeV.

As for the temperature dependence of the hfs in $\text{Sr}_2\text{FeCoO}_6$, we find the typical scenario (see SM, Figs. 5 and 6) [10], i.e., softening of the side peak positions with increasing temperature and finally merging with the elastic line at the magnetic transition temperature, like for the magnetic glass $\text{SrLaFeCoO}_6$. For temperatures between 2 K and 60 K, the spectra hardly change, but near 70 K the intensity in the wings diminishes as a first sign of softening and finally, near $T_{sf} = 85$ K or slightly above, the inelastic peaks have merged into the elastic line. The fit quality with the broadened hfs model A (shown in Fig. 6 for 2 K) is excellent for all spectra below $T = 70$ K with an average $\chi^2 = 1.3 \pm 0.13$. The resulting fit parameters for fits with model A, like the temperature-dependent peak positions, the width and the intensity, are shown in the SM, Fig. 7 [10]. Another attempt to fit the spectra with two different sets of hfs lines is discussed in Sec. III B of the SM [10].

**Model B.** A fit with a centered quasielastic Gaussian would be another reasonable description of the underlying physics.

---

**FIG. 5.** Spectra of $\text{Sr}_2\text{FeCoO}_6$ measured on IN16B with higher energy resolution: (a) top spectra summed in the lower $Q$ range and resolution of FWHM $\approx 0.31 \, \mu$eV and (b) bottom: at higher $Q$ values with the “unpolished” analyzers (see text) and a resolution of FWHM $\approx 0.6 \, \mu$eV. At $T = 2$ K one sees clearly the signal from hyperfine splitting, whereas at $T = 170$ K the linewidth is identical with the measured Vanadium resolution, which is scaled to the elastic peak intensity of the sample at 2 K.

---

states of $\text{Fe}^{3+}/\text{Fe}^{4+}$ and $\text{Co}^{3+}/\text{Co}^{4+}$, respectively [16]. The resulting competition of ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic interaction leads to a spin-glass phase with a freezing temperature of $T_d \approx 80$ K [16]. Detailed magnetization studies [16] have shown that $\text{Sr}_2\text{FeCoO}_6$ can be considered a canonical spin glass. High-resolution neutron-diffraction investigations [19] did not show any appreciable magnetic Bragg scattering down to a temperature of about 10 K.

When searching for hfs of Cobalt in $\text{Sr}_2\text{FeCoO}_6$, weak indications for extra scattering at $T = 3.5$ K compared to $T = 150$ K were found on the backscattering spectrometer SPHERES (shown in Fig. 5 of the SM [10]), which did not allow us to fit the hfs. However, hfs is clearly confirmed by higher resolution measurements on IN16B, when comparing the 2 K spectrum of $\text{Sr}_2\text{FeCoO}_6$ with both a Vanadium resolution and a $T = 170$ K $\text{Sr}_2\text{FeCoO}_6$ spectrum (see Fig. 5).
FIG. 6. Fits of the spectra of Sr$_2$FeCoO$_6$ at $T = 2$ K, measured on IN16B with high-resolution (FWHM = 0.3 $\mu$eV) polished Si 111 setup. Spectra were summed between $Q = 0.44$ and 1.06 Å$^{-1}$. The upper figures are in log scale in intensity and the lower figures are in linear scale. The black line through the data points (red symbols) is a fit of the total model curve convoluted with the Vanadium resolution function. The dotted yellow line results from a fit of the additional dominating elastic scattering convoluted with the resolution and the blue dashed lines represent the subfunctions used to describe the additional inelastic and quasielastic scattering. Left column: A typical scattering law for nuclear hfs results in a triplet of equidistant (elastic + symmetric inelastic) delta functions of same intensity, convoluted with the instrumental resolution. Here we had to assume, in addition, a Gaussian broadening of the triplet functions in addition to the convolution with the resolution. Right column: Fit with a single, zero energy entered, Gaussian function convoluted with the resolution function (blue dotted line) and the dominant elastic scattering (yellow dotted line).

if the distribution of local fields at the Co site and thus the local hfs would average to $E = 0$. The width of the Gaussian is related to the width of the assumed Gaussian distribution. The fit quality of this model is equally good with an average $\chi^2 = 1.28 \pm 0.13$ below $T = 70$ K (Fig. 6, right hand side). Within the investigated energy range, the linewidth of the Gaussian results to be decreasing with temperature (see SM, Fig. 8) [10]. The area of the Gaussian function remains about constant below 70 K and then decreases quickly within 20 K. In this model, a decreasing width would mean that the distribution of the local hfs becomes narrower with increasing temperature.

**Model C.** Fitting a centered quasielastic Lorentzian function could be based on relaxation of the nuclear or possibly even the electronic spins. Again such fits are relatively good for temperatures below $T = 70$ K (not shown) though $\chi^2 = 1.44 \pm 0.14$ is slightly higher. Again the width of the central Lorentzian becomes narrower with increasing temperature (from a FWHM of 1.84 ± 0.18 $\mu$eV at 2 K to a FWHM of 1.22 ± 0.12 $\mu$eV at 80 K) and its fitted intensity disappears above 85 K. However, as this model is based on relaxations, a narrowing of the width with temperature would mean a slowing down of the relaxations with increasing temperature, which we judge to be unphysical.

FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of the Sr$_2$FeCoO$_6$ spectra between 2 K and 170 K compared to the Vanadium resolution (summed from $Q = 0.65$ Å$^{-1}$ to 1.9 Å$^{-1}$). Due to a factor 10 improved signal-to-noise ratio of the IN16B HSNR mode and the energy range extending to 5 $\mu$eV compared to Fig. 5, the presence of additional quasielastic scattering between $T = 62$ K and 170 K becomes clear.

We have then remeasured Sr$_2$FeCoO$_6$ spectra at selected temperatures with better signal-to-noise on IN16B (in the HSNR mode [23]) and have extended the energy transfer

FIG. 8. Temperature-dependence of the elastic intensity of Sr$_2$FeCoO$_6$ normalized to its high temperature average value for all Q values measured. Main panel, bottom (black squares): sum over all Q values; for clarity offset by −0.57. Lines in main panel: elastic intensity for different Q values. A strong increase of the elastic intensity is observed below $T = 80$ K. Inset: The Q dependence of the area under the efws curves between $T = 2$ and 50 K, where the colors of the symbols in the inset correspond to the line colors of the curves in the main panel. Besides the low temperature intensity increase at low Q, another small relative intensity increase of an elastic diffuse contribution can be observed below the high temperature Bragg peak position (indicated by an arrow) at $Q = 1.65$ Å$^{-1}$. Note that the intensities are scaled to $T = 300$ K.
range to ±5 and ±30 μeV respectively, with the aim to search for possible quasielastic scattering. At $T = 2$ K a comparison with the Vanadium resolution function (Fig. 7) or a comparison of spectra for both samples, Sr$_2$FeCoO$_6$ and SrLaFeCoO$_6$ (shown later in Fig. 12) evidence clearly that we observe an inelastic signal. With increasing temperature, we find for energies below 3 μeV a narrowing of the spectra, consistent with the high-resolution measurements above. However, further out in energy transfer this narrowing goes along with an increase of the spectral intensity in the range 3–5 μeV. This intensity increase reaches a maximum near the transition temperature $T \approx 80–90$ K before decreasing again to the level of the low temperature spectrum, which is a strong indication of the presence of additional quasielastic scattering which broadens with temperature. Whereas the temperature behavior, i.e., a softening of the hfs and the onset of quasielastic scattering near $T_d$ is qualitatively similar to SrLaFeCoO$_6$ (Fig. 14), it is different in that the quasielastic scattering is observed as well for high Q values. The energy window of ±3 μeV chosen previously with the high-energy resolution setup was too narrow and the signal-to-noise ratio insufficient to detect this intensity increase. Both measurements together, however, evidence the existence of hfs, which softens near the transition temperature simultaneously with the uprising of quasielastic scattering.

Whereas a more detailed investigation of the quasielastic scattering is needed, these measurements show that the hfs splitting is best fitted at the lowest temperature where a quasielastic contribution is absent and at higher temperatures this quasielastic scattering needs to be taken into account when fitting the hfs spectra for the spin glass Sr$_2$FeCoO$_6$.

We have argued above that the elastic intensity reveals the temperature behavior of the electronic magnetism, which is related to the onset of hfs. This is why we have investigated similarly the temperature and Q dependence of the elastic intensity for the spin glass Sr$_2$FeCoO$_6$. Qualitatively, we find in cooling the same behavior as reported above for SrLaFeCoO$_6$ with a slow intensity increase between 300 K and 100 K and a steep increase near $T_d$ toward low temperatures as shown in Fig. 8. The Q dependence of the elastic intensity rise at low temperature (inset to Fig. 8) is again most pronounced for lowest Q values, and again we observe a diffuse peak below the high-temperature Bragg peak position.

C. Magnetically ordered La$_2$FeCoO$_6$

High-resolution neutron diffraction studies showed that La$_2$FeCoO$_6$ orders [19] magnetically below about 225 K and that there is also a structural transition at the same temperature. Simulation work predicts a ferromagnetic semiconductor state [27,28] without specifying a transition temperature.

However, to our surprise, in spite of this magnetic ordered state, we observe for La$_2$FeCoO$_6$ down to 1.8 K no measurable quasi- or inelastic signal on both backscattering spectrometers. The spectra taken on SPHERES at four different temperatures are shown in Fig. 9, and additional measurements on IN16B using the high-resolution configuration and comparing the spectra at 2 K with Vanadium within a ±3 μeV energy window (see SM, Fig. 10) or comparing with a 250 K spectrum (see Fig. 10) over an extended energy range of ±30 μeV (Fig. 10) confirm this observation. Only the elastic intensity has decreased between 2 K and 250 K.

Thus data from both instruments indicate that there might be a background increase with temperature, but no sign of an inelastic hfs. The implication of this negative result is obviously that the hyperfine field at the Co nuclear site is too weak and that the magnetic moments of Co ions may not get ordered or frozen at low temperatures. But since we probe only locally the hfs on the Cobalt site, we cannot exclude an ordering of Fe spins.

Finally, we have as well analyzed the elastic scattering for La$_2$FeCoO$_6$ by efws as function of temperature. Raw data as a function of Q and T are shown in the Appendix B, Fig. 15 as a 3D plot. In cooling, we see clearly that an additional Bragg peak emerges in the high Q-range below the Bragg peak position of the high-temperature phase ($Q \approx 1.65$ Å$^{-1}$), though we cannot say if its origin is nuclear or magnetic.

In Fig. 11, we illustrate the relative elastic intensity increase during an efws in cooling with respect to 250 K. In
FIG. 11. Temperature-dependence of the elastic intensity of La$_2$FeCoO$_6$ normalized to its high temperature average value. Main panel, bottom (black squares): sum over all Q values; for clarity offset by $-0.6$. Lines in the main panel: elastic intensity for different Q values, with the three Q values of the low-temperature Bragg peak labeled. Besides, at the additional Bragg peak the elastic intensity increases only weakly with decreasing temperature. Inset: The Q dependence of the area under the efws curves between $T = 2$ and $50$ K, where the colors of the symbols in the inset correspond to the line colors of the curves in the main panel. No additional increase at low Q is observed, only the appearance of an additional Bragg peak (011) at $Q \approx 1.4 \text{ Å}^{-1}$ below the high-temperature Bragg peak position marked with an arrow at $Q = 1.61 \text{ Å}^{-1}$. Note that the intensities are scaled to $T = 250$ K.

FIG. 12. Comparison of SrLaFeCoO$_6$ (red open circles) and Sr$_2$FeCoO$_6$ (blue filled triangles) spectra measured at $T = 2$ K compared to the Vanadium resolution spectrum (line). All spectra are background corrected and summed between $Q = 0.44$ and $1.9 \text{ Å}^{-1}$. The intensities are normalized to the elastic peak maximum.

contrast to the first two samples discussed, La$_2$FeCoO$_6$ orders at high temperature ($T \approx 225$ K) and the elastic intensity increases only gradually without the steplike increase observed for SrLaFeCoO$_6$ and Sr$_2$FeCoO$_6$. This is depicted for the Q-averaged intensity in the lower part of Fig. 11 (black dots) and for the individual Q values (colored lines) in the main panel. Whereas our scans do not start sufficiently far above the supposed transition temperature $T \approx 225$ K to exclude a potential steplike change above, nearly identical spectra observed at 250 K and 280 K on SPHERES (Fig. 9) render this highly improbable. It should be stressed that in Fig. 11, the curves with a stronger relative elastic intensity increase in cooling (labeled with their respective Q values) belong for La$_2$FeCoO$_6$ to the high Q range where an additional Bragg peak was found, near $Q \approx 1.4 \text{ Å}^{-1}$. This is seen as well from the inset to Fig. 11, which displays in analogy to Figs. 4 and 8 the Q dependence of the area under the efws curves between $T = 2$ and $50$ K.

IV. DISCUSSION

We have presented results from high-energy resolution neutron backscattering on three double perovskite samples of type $A_2BB'$O$_6$ with $B:B' = 1:1 = \text{Fe:Co}$ where the occupation of the A-site was either complete with La and Sr, respectively, or 1:1 with La:Sr. The three investigated samples have completely different magnetic ground states, which therefore cannot be ascribed to the unchanged B-site disorder alone. From literature it is known that, at low temperature, Sr$_2$FeCoO$_6$ is a canonical spin-glass state, SrLaFeCoO$_6$ a magnetic glass, and La$_2$FeCoO$_6$ magnetically ordered. Our inelastic-neutron-scattering measurements serve first as a local probe for the hyperfine field which might or not be induced at the Cobalt nucleus by the electronic spins. Second, the additionally investigated temperature dependence of the elastic intensity (efws) reveals changes which stem from the electronic magnetic moments of both the Co and Fe ions, for which besides cation site disorder, a valence state disorder seems to be of importance. A slowing down of electronic spin fluctuations or spin freezing at low temperature shows up in the efws as an intensity increase, whereas the appearance of hfs at low temperatures should rather be reflected in an elastic intensity decrease on cooling, given that the inelastic spin flip scattering separates from the elastic line at low temperature. The efws could in principle be further influenced by structural changes (coherent diffraction contributions) or atomic diffusion (mainly incoherent, but also coherent).

As for the inelastic measurements, we observe for both Sr$_2$FeCoO$_6$ and SrLaFeCoO$_6$ extra scattering outside of the resolution which can be ascribed to the existence of hyperfine splitting at the Co site. This is summarized for $T = 2$ K in Fig. 12. SrLaFeCoO$_6$ shows clear inelastic scattering as known for hfs and model fits show that the inelastic peaks are broadened, which we ascribe to disorder in the electronic spin system and thus the field at the Co sites. The spectra for Sr$_2$FeCoO$_6$ are significantly narrower, probably due to a weaker local field at the Co nucleus. Finally, for La$_2$FeCoO$_6$
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The temperature dependence of the peak positions of the hfs scattering within the applied instrumental resolution range.

The temperature dependence of the elastic intensity of Sr2FeCoO6 (red circles) and SrLaFeCoO6 (black squares). The data are normalized to the highest temperatures measured and for La2FeCoO6 to the $T = 250$ K value of the others. Lines are fits with Brillouin functions with $T_c$ fixed to 75 K and 250 K.

(Figs. 9 and 10 and SM, Fig. 10) we find no extra inelastic scattering within the applied instrumental resolution range. The temperature dependence of the peak positions of the hfs spectra for both the spin glass Sr2FeCoO6 and the magnetic glass SrLaFeCoO6 resemble the conventional hfs behavior of other systems: a softening of the inelastic peak positions is observed with a final merging into the elastic line near the transition temperature (see Fig. 2 and SM, Figs. 3 and 7). In contrast, hardly any change of the inelastic spectra is observed with temperature for the magnetically ordered La2FeCoO6.

The temperature dependence of the elastic intensity provides information regarding the electronic magnetism and is summarized for the investigated samples in Fig. 13. For the relative elastic intensity of SrLaFeCoO6 and Sr2FeCoO6, which are magnetically disordered, but show signatures of hfs in the inelastic neutron spectra, we find in the efws a clear steplike increase below the spin freezing temperatures known from literature (Fig. 13). In contrast, for the efws of the magnetically ordered La2FeCoO6 we observe in cooling only a smooth elastic intensity increase. The onset temperatures of the steplike increase of the elastic intensity for SrLaFeCoO6 and Sr2FeCoO6 and the temperatures where the hfs merges into the elastic line roughly coincide. As the appearance of hfs would rather lead to a decrease of the efws near the transition temperature, we postulate that the observed elastic intensity increase is due to an ordering or freezing of the electronic spins, which is at the origin of the hyperfine field at the Co site. That the relative increase of the efws step is smaller for Sr2FeCoO6 compared to SrLaFeCoO6 is consistent with an observed smaller hfs or smaller local field at the Co site for Sr2FeCoO6.

The Q dependence of the efws provides additional useful information which can be compared to the known diffraction results. For the ordered magnetic system, La2FeCoO6, we find in the elastic scattering the known Bragg peaks, particularly the additional Bragg peak appearing below $T \approx 225$ K near $Q \approx 1.4$ Å$^{-1}$. For the disordered magnetic systems, however, no long-range or short-range magnetic order has been reported. We find at the lowest temperatures, where the electronic spins are assumed to be frozen, in the Q dependence of the efws for both magnetically disordered systems diffuse scattering near $Q \approx 1.4$ Å$^{-1}$, the region where for the magnetically ordered La2FeCoO6 a Bragg peak appears. Furthermore, both SrLaFeCoO6 and Sr2FeCoO6 show an increase in the elastic intensity at small Q, which is again most pronounced for SrLaFeCoO6 and not present for La2FeCoO6.

Finally, we point out that quasielastic scattering appears near the reported freezing temperatures, which suggests spin fluctuations on the ns timescale. This quasielastic scattering is visible only at small Q for the magnetic glass SrLaFeCoO6, it is visible as well at higher Q for the spin glass Sr2FeCoO6, and either missing or too wide for the ordered La2FeCoO6. Thus we speculate that with the addition of Sr in La2$−x$Sr2FeCoO6 the spin fluctuations may slow down. In La2FeCoO6, the spins could be frozen or fluctuate very fast with the corresponding quasielastic signal being wider than the energy range of IN16B. In the magnetic glass also, the fluctuations are probably quite fast too and only visible in the low Q, long-range region and may related to the postulated magnetic domains in this system. Finally, for the spin glass Sr2FeCoO6, the fluctuations would be more localized and further slowed down, so that quasielastic scattering becomes visible even at higher Q. At the same time, the complete freezing of spins, related to the relative step height of the efws, would become more rare. We are aware that our data provides no strong support for such speculations and that the real explanation might be much more complex, but at least they demonstrate some trend for an otherwise nonmonotonous behavior of the measured hfs with he La/Sr-ratio. Our measurements might incite a more detailed study of the spin fluctuations in the spin glass Sr2FeCoO6.

V. CONCLUSION

We have presented results on the hyperfine field of Cobalt obtained by inelastic neutron scattering for the double perovskites La2$−x$Sr2FeCoO6 for $x = 0, 1, 2$ and on a spin glass. An important conclusion from these experiments on Sr2FeCoO6, SrLaFeCoO6, and La2FeCoO6 is that the first two are magnetically disordered systems and still show hfs, whereas for the magnetically ordered La2FeCoO6 system, no hf-splitting is observed. This observation does not conform with changes controlled in proportion to the Sr concentration x, and indicates that the effect of A-site doping in AA′FeCoO6 is more complex. The same is valid in what concerns the temperature and Q dependence of the elastic intensity, for which a steplike increase at low temperatures is interpreted as freezing of the electronic spin fluctuations. The relatively strong spin fluctuations observed for the spin glass Sr2FeCoO6 require further investigation and our measurements may incite further studies on this interesting class of double perovskites.
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APPENDIX A: SrLaFeCoO$_6$

Here we investigate the Q and temperature dependence of the elastic and inelastic intensity using spectra of SrLaFeCoO$_6$ measured on IN16B, as shown in Sec. III A of the SM [10]. We will show that for this data set, we could detect the onset of quasielastic scattering at low Q when integrating different spectral ranges. The temperature dependence of the intensity within different energy windows is shown in Fig. 14 for the three lowest investigated Q values. The total intensity (within $\pm 5\ \mu$eV) increases with decreasing temperature below 100 K very similar to the resolution determined elastic intensity, which can be interpreted as the onset of magnetic order, an indirect proof for a change in spin dynamics. In contrast, for low Q, the inelastic intensity, integrated outside of the resolution wing over the energy range within 1.5–5 $\mu$eV, runs near $T = 90$ K through a maximum with decreasing temperature and then levels off around $T = 40$ K. This temperature dependence of the inelastic intensity, most clearly seen at the lowest Q = 0.19 Å$^{-1}$, is well known to be a signature of a quasielastic signal which broadens with temperature. The maximum appears at the temperature where the quasielastic signal has its maximum spectral weight within the fixed observation window (see, e.g., Ref. [25]). Very similar but less pronounced behavior is seen for Q = 0.29 Å$^{-1}$ and at higher Q, shown for Q = 0.44 Å$^{-1}$ where no maximum but a steplike inelastic intensity increase is detected. Thus we conclude that we observe electronic spin fluctuations on the “ns timescale” at low Q, corresponding to larger distances, which are still visible as quasielastic scattering below $T_{sd}$ and which slow down with decreasing temperature. At higher Q, the inelastic intensity does not show a maximum but still a steplike increase, which could mean that at a more local scale the fluctuations are much faster than nanoseconds and slow down at $T_{sd}$. Therefore, we might expect in principle as well spin dynamics in the high Q range and freezing into diffuse elastic scattering, similar to what has been observed earlier for a frustrated antiferromagnet [26] on IN16.

APPENDIX B: La$_2$FeCoO$_6$

For the magnetically ordered system La$_2$FeCoO$_6$ we have shown in Fig. 11 the existence of an additional Bragg peak at low temperatures. The efws for La$_2$FeCoO$_6$ in Fig. 15 shows how this additional Bragg peak develops continuously with decreasing temperature near Q $\approx$1.4 Å$^{-1}$ within the low Q shoulder of the Q = 1.61 Å$^{-1}$ Bragg peak.

FIG. 14. Temperature dependence of integrated intensities for SrLaFeCoO$_6$ as deduced from IN16B spectra [10] measured over $\pm 5\ \mu$eV for three low Q values. The T-dependence of the inelastic scattering evidences the freezing of spin fluctuations near $T_{sd}$.

FIG. 15. Elastic intensity of La$_2$FeCoO$_6$ as a function of temperature (increasing from back to front) and Q as measured on IN16B. The maximum intensity at the right hand side corresponds to a Bragg peak at Q $\approx$1.61 Å$^{-1}$ and in cooling below $T = 225$ K its shoulder at the low Q side develops into a further Bragg peak (011) near Q $\approx$ 1.4 Å$^{-1}$.
[10] See Supplemental Material at http://link.aps.org/supplemental/10.1103/PhysRevB.98.094429 for further details of the high-resolution inelastic neutron scattering study of the nuclear hyperfine splitting and the experimental procedure. Also included are the data treatment and the fit procedures used and the resulting figures.
[22] ILL experiment carried out under doi:10.5291/ILL-DATA.4-04-482.